
is an alternative to AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT which can be very expensive.
MICRODOCTOR is perfectly adequate for diagnosing faults in microprocessor
boards or computers in the REPAIR SHOP or on the PRODUCTION LINE. Reports
are PRINTED on the integral thermal printer. Tests supported are CHECKSUM,
RAMTEST, WAIT, READ, WRITE, VO READ, I/0 WRITE, DUMP IN HEX, DUMP IN
ASCII, TEST DATA LINES (for shortsbetween data, address and rails), SEARCH
(for twospecifiedbytes), MAP (print a memory map of ROM, RAM, I/O and EMPTY
SPACE).Supports both multiplexed and non -multiplexed address/data. Standard
software will also DISASSEMBLE in Z80 mnemonics - other disassemblers cost
extra. Programs for board -testing can be written in MINUTES - and retained for
MONTHS even if the power is switched off (CMOS RAM is backed -up with

rechargeable battery). Capacity is 15 different
programs of 12 tests each. Included are two
PROBE CONFIGURATION CARDS (One Z80, other

E29 uncommitted), PROBE with 24 inch cable and
40 -pin DIL plug - and POWER SUPPLY. Extras

7 available are 6502 disassembler retrofit . f35,
.1 Clip -over PROBE (only needed if uP is soldered-

in)...C35.

for ET121 and ET221 machines which permit the typewnter to be used as a
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER for computers implementing the RS232, IEEE 488
(PET) or CENTRONICSPARALLEL busses. almost all computers in fact. Great
for wordprocessing and letter -writing, Same price, fitting I ree if requested (you
pay carriage on typewriter if we fit). £195.00

Sandal ilnabsenZwkint,,,enza
The THANDAR TA2080 LOGIC -ANALYSER was NOT designed by DATAMAN -
but we like this instrument and use it for product development. When writing
software we use SOFTY for ROM.EMULATION, following the program -flow on
the TA2080 screen. We modified our TA2080 to make it more useful; adding an
RS232 OUTPUT TO PRINTER - also ZBO and 6502 DISASSEMBLERS. Now we
can follow program operation in MNEMONICS on -screen and print TIMING or
STATE DIAGRAMS and DISASSEMBLED CODE. Cost of this RETROFIT kit (12K
of program ROM, socket for RS232, interface board, Instruction sheet) is, if

fitted by us and purchased with a TA2080 f195.00
if purchased as a kit without TA2080 £295.00

Soity 1anaP5le
Yes, we still have a few old faithful 3 rail EPROM PROGRAMMERS around, as
seen In Kensington Science Museum, if you are still using 2708's get yourself
this fine old classic at a bargain price £95.00

ItertaftoketEftitowc giadeu ilont £33.00

74e NottAIZIR

uses the MOST POWERFUL LANGUAGE OF ALL - direct
ASSEMBLER MNEMONICS. MENTA has VISUAL AIDS to program
development which the big systems lack: a TV display of PROGRAM,
REGISTERS and STACK single-step operation (watch the cursor move I rom
instruction to Instruction, see the register -contents change, observe stack
operations, etc.) BUGS can be fixed immediately without reassembling. Full
speed operation Is supported too- with or without BREAKPOINTS. Designed
originally for the Schools' Council ioteach microprocessing, MENTA is a
complex CONTROLLER in its own right, like any other Z80 system, with practical,
commercial applications in ROBOTICS. Features include CASSETTE
INTERFACE, ASSEMBLER/EDITOR, serial
DISASSEMBLER (now included as
standard), 24 bits of I/0 - also TV FLYLEAD,
POWER SUPPLY and COMPREHENSIVE
MANUAL with SOURCE -CODE LISTING.

SOFTY has functions equal, at least, to equipment which sells for over f500.
SOFTY EMULATES AND PROGRAMS 2716, 2516, 2732, 2532 EPROMS. (The type
is selected by a personality switch. SOFTY will copy any of these EPROMS to
any other). SOFTY has a HEX KEYPAD, a fast CASSETTE INTERFACE, a
MEMORY MAP TV DISPLAY with powerful editing - such as INSERT, DELETE,
SHIFT -BLOCK and many other facilities -too many to list here. RS232 SERIAL

and CENTRONICS PARALLEL routines for INPUT
and OUTPUT are standard. The price includes TV
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FLYLEAD, POWER SUPPLY and ROM

EMULATOR CABLE WITH 24 PIN GIL PLUG.
SOFTY is used as a DEVELOPMENT

SYSTEM for new products or 'Lint as
STAND-ALONE EPROM PROGRAMMER.

LOMBARD HOUSE.
CORNWALL ROAD,
DORCHESTER. DORSET DTI 1 RX.
Telephone: Dorchester (0305) 68066
TPlex 418442 DATAMAN

Prep.d orders normally shipped by return
Pores include first-class recorded post .11 UK
Sec uric or Red Star etc at extra cost
VAT should be added at current rates
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